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BEDDING MACHINES Teagle Tomahawk bale shredders make short work of all
bedding requirements. Cows stay cleaner and less straw is used when it’s chopped.

T4040 AND T5050 handle 4, and 5’ diameter round bales. Discharge from either side or
both sides. Lower left and upper right discharge chutes spread material evenly into
stalls.

Heavy duty silage rotor handles
all types of hay and straw.
Machines can be run at 540
RPM or 1000 RPM when
greater distance is needed.

Various screen sizes available
to suit individual requirements.

MODELS T5050XL AND T505XLM are equipped
with a 9’ long drum capable of handling full size
square bales.
T505M HAMMER MILL MODEL shown with
optional left hand upper discharge chute

Chopped straw in a poultry house.

T505M Hammer Mill rotor
utilizes sets of swinging knives,
fixed paddles, and screens to
produce a uniform chop length.
Designed for bedding in slotted
floor barns, poultry houses, and
for feeding chopped straw to
dairy cows as filler.

SC1980 BALE SHREDDER TRAILER KIT for Drum Machines. Fits both the 400 and
500 series. Pivoting axle allows the drum to be lowered for loading and inclined when
operating.
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BEDDING MACHINES Teagle Tomahawk bale shredders make short work of all
bedding requirements. Customers regularly report big straw savings of up to 30%.
BOX TYPE MODELS utilize a compact well engineered design. The rotor and cross beater combination is designed
to even out power peaks. Optimized for smooth running. Important when working with livestock. Two speed gearboxes
provide a high speed for spreading long distances and low speed for discharging close to the machine. Models available
to suit every requirement.
T8500 CHIEF is a “wide body” model that
provides the same features and benefits of
7100/8100 models by can handle up to two
5’ x 5’ round bales and all full size square bales.







Feeds Hi Moisture
Beds Corn Stalks
Spreads up to 80’
Process Round or Square Bales
Self Loading

TOMAHAWK SERIES machines handle full size square bales and up to two 5’ round bale. High volume model
1010 handles up to two full size square bales and three 6’ diameter round bales. The swivel chute rotates 280
degrees so material can be directed wherever it’s needed.

“Dual Chop” models have the ability to
produce long chop or short chop
material for slotted floors and liquid
manure systems.

MODEL 1010 will handle up to three 6’ diameter
round bales or two 8’ long rectangular bales in
one load.

Electric over hydraulic
controls for apron chain,
chute rotation/up and down,
and rear loading gate.

TELEHAWK
Attached to a telehandler the Telehawk
teases and spreads round or rectangular
bales. The swivel chute rotates 280
degrees and chutes up 44’ to either side
of the Telehawk.
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FEEDING & BEDDING MACHINES
BALE BOSS I loader mount square bale processor mounts to your

BOSS II handles up to two

skid steer or tractor loader combining adaptability with accessibility.
The unique loader-mount design allows you to raise the Boss I
above gates and pens giving you greater control of where the bale
ends up. The upfront design of the Boss I allows for quick and easy
loading, just Scoop N' Go.

bales and is fully adjustable
to fit 3’ x 3’, 3’ x 4’ and 4’ x
4’ square bales up to 9’
long. The distribution
chute allows the machine
to bed livestock or feed
into bunkers or windrows
with one quick adjustment.

BOSS I can also be used for bunk and fence line feeding and
windrowing for re-baling.

BOSS IV provides increased capacity by up to four
4’x4’x9’ bales. Bales are easily loaded with the hydraulic
self loading deck. Raise the deck to spear your stack
then lower it back into position.

BOSS I MODEL 3720 skid steer & loader mount handles bales up to 84”
BOSS I MODEL 3820 skid steer & loader mount handles bales up to 96”

BOSS R holds one round bale up to 4 feet wide and up to
6 feet in diameter. Easy to use, the self-loading arm easily
picks up round bales placing them onto the apron chain.
Equipped with spikes, the apron chain easily grabs onto
the bale turning it against the restrictor bars as the flail
rotor pulls apart the bale.

HEAVY DUTY BALE CHOPPERS for consistently chopped bedding
material of straw, mulch hay, or newspaper.

Most popular model KB1255 with 13HP
Honda and dual swivel wheels.

Aggressive 56 knife rotor with spiral
design assures an even power curve
for uniform continuous cutting with less
horsepower. Reversible knife plates
slide easily onto 1 1/4” hex shaft.

Adjustable grate to vary
chop length.

Distributed by:

Double V belt drive system for
efficient power transfer.
Enclosed oil bath gearbox.
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HLA SIDE DISCHARGE BUCKET
SAND MODELS
 12” wide endless heavy duty

SAWDUST MODELS
 12” wide endless dis





rubber discharge belt with mini
cleats
 Direct coupling on drive
 Beater to prevent bridging and
improve flow
 Left or Right discharge
 Models available for most
loaders or 3 point hitch mount
 Min. 12 GPM required

charge belt with 3/4”
cleats
Direct coupling on all
drives
Beater to prevent bridging
with separate hydraulic
drive
Left or right discharge
Models available for most
loaders or 3 point hitch
mount
Min. 12 GPM required

Models available from 60” - 96”
and up to 1 2/3 cubic yard
capacity

Models available from 60” 96” and up to 2 2/3 cubic
yard capacity

RUBBER FREE STALL SCRAPERS
 Heavy duty rubber for longer life.
 Deep scraper fro more volume and smoother operation.
 Enclosed frame with splash guard.
 With or without back drag.
 60”,72”,84” and 96” widths.

Feed Alley Scraper
Moves scattered feed close
to cattle with a rubber
moldboard edge.
Hydraulic angle adjustment.
60”, 72” and 84” widths.
www.lucknowproducts.com

MATERIAL HANDLER
LUCKNOW'S MATERIAL HANDLER can be used to
spread/discharge materials up to 16' away. 7 cubic yard
capacity.

Materials: sand, sawdust, bark, mulch, small pea gravel,
potash, landscaping mixed soil.
Hydraulically driven apron chain in hopper, PTO driven belt
discharge.
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PTO GENERATORS
With Baumalight PTO generators power is as close by as your tractor.
TX generators are designed to keep the lights on and the power going, for you and
your family.
The TX series generators are designed to back up small farms and estates. Simple
connections and controls provide quick and easy access to power when you need
it. TX series generators are suited to tractors from 10hp to 50 hp. These rugged
little units provide backup or remote power from 7 Kilowatts to 31 Kilowatts. All TX
generators have double surge power to meet your spike demands.
There are places on your property that are only reachable by tractor, getting
power to these locations for tools and appliances can be challenging. These
rugged tag-along generators allow you to take power where you need it when you
need it. In field break downs can happen anywhere and at the worst time.
Paired with a portable welder TX generators make a great in-field repair team.
Your operation cannot afford to be without power for long. The QC series of
generators allow you to take matters into your own hands. These portable power
plants are designed to fit tractors from 20 to 200 hp. The extensive QC model line
up supports power requirements from 12 Kilowatts to 100 Kilowatts.
QC generators gives you a portable power solution that is up to the 24hr 7 day a
week demand and can be a cost effective alternative to installing utility power.
Your power
requirements on your
property can vary by
time of year and
location. Whether
you need, emergency
back up, portable
in-field repair power,
or power for unserviced locations
Baumalight PTO
Generators put the
power in your hands.

www.wallensteinequipment.com

ENGINE DRIVEN GENERATORS

Generators and welder/generators from 2400 watts to 12,800 watts, 5HP to 20HP Honda engines.
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